Effect of molecular structure on liquid slip.
Slip behavior of three liquids with distinct molecular shapes--linear (hexadecane), branched (pentaerythritol tetra), and a chain of rings (polyphenylether)--is studied using molecular dynamics simulation and reduced-order modeling. Slip at a liquid-solid interface is shown to be affected by the molecular structure of the liquid. A two-dimensional Frenkel-Kontorova model captures the fundamental structural features of the liquid molecules and gives insight into how molecules flex and slip along the surface. We formulate an approximation to the Peierls-Nabarro energy which incorporates both the position of liquid atoms relative to substrate atoms and molecular flexibility. We find that increased molecular flexibility can lead to reduced slip by allowing the liquid to conform epitaxially to the substrate with only a small energetic penalty. Liquid molecules which are less flexible can conform to the substrate only with greater expense of conformational energy, and so exhibit larger slip.